INCREASED ACCOMMODATION FOR NURSES.
The foundation-stone of the new buildings was laid last week at the North Western Hospital, Haverstock Hill. The increased accommodation will give ample space for the nursing staff, who will be provided with new dining, sitting, and bed rooms. There is to be a famous kitchen for the preparation of all the food used in the hospital, and also offices for the medical staff. When this block of buildings is completed, plans for the rebuilding of the wards will be carried out, and these will enable the hospital to accommodate twice its present number of patients.
MERITS AND DEMERITS.
Out-door uniform for nurses is getting attacked and defended with equal zeal just now, and the reasons given for and against it are many and varied. Surely it is just one of those professional distinctions of which the use is as admirable as the abuse is disastrous.
There is an old saying which might well be applied to the wearers who are bringing discredit on their calling by personal vanity or indifference in the matter of dress:
" Let each one mend [one, and let that one be herself!" FOR PATIENTS OR NURSES? Again and again thoughtful persons are driven to inquire, for whom do hospitals now exist p It was formerly understood that they were dedicated to the service of the sick poor, but the latter have been rather relegated to the background by the public at large.
Whether or not a hospital suits its nurses is now apt to be the first inquiry made. Hence has arisen the belief, too frequently held by many modern nurses, that sick people exist for their benefit, instead of thejreverse being the case. It is to be hoped that more reasonable views will be eventually entertained, and then the " servants of the sick " will assuredly receive honour, even as they themselves bestow it on the patient poor. NO 
FRESH AIR!
Most nurses are ready to own that they don't go out enough, and that it is unfortunately very easy to slip into the habit of staying in which seems to them perchance a Btrictly personal indulgence. But it is not so, for a nurse's general "fitness" is of moment to all with whom her duty brings her into contact?and this " fitness " cannot be secured without reasonable relaxation and fresh, air. Yet the recent statement of a contemporary is a somewhat extreme one, and we read it with grave surprise. "Very often, indeed, a nurse never so much as gets a single breath of fresh air for weeks together." Certainly, if such be the case this offender against the laws of health should be advised to make better use of the daily hours off duty which are rightly her own. Such sweeping statements are read with surprise and amusement by the experienced nurse.
WHOSE FAULT IS IT?
A man was summoned last week for allowing his two children, who were suffering from scarlet fever, to mix with others and also to attend school. The offence was not committed through ignorance, for the medical officer had previously warned the father and mother on the subject. Judging from the report in the papers there seems no possible excuse for this unpardonable' behaviour, and the wilful ignorance, to call it by no harsher name, which exposes both neighbours and school fellows to the risk of an epidemic of scarlet fever, should be preventable. Surely there must be some imperfection in a Public Health Act which allows loopholes for such disastrous proceedings. Experiments in injecting normal saline solution have proved that when introduced into a vein slowly a*d by repeated injections, the blood pressure rises slightly, but very soon falls to nearly the original level. Even if solution be injected so as to increase the original blood-flow one-third, the added tension in the arteries is only slight, whilst the circulation does not quicken nor is there any oedema. The only change is in the lymph, in the thoracic duct, the flow of which is increased, and it has a higher percentage of solids, that is it is more concentrated. If the original amount of blood be increased to more than half, the circulation becomes embarassed and death will supervene.
Up to a certain limit the circulation can adapt itself to an increase or decrease in the amount of blood. Animals, however, suffer from faintnes3, when, after injection of the solution, less blood is withdrawn by venesection than the normal amount.
Bright's disease is said to be due to a watery condition of the blood, &o., lower specific gravity often 1015 instead of 1020, resulting in oedema and dropsy, but even if some of the blood be withdrawn and replaced of an equal quantity of saline solution the same Bymptoms are not produced.
If saline solution be injected rapidly it is got rid of out of the blood of the secreting glands nearly as rapidly as it is injected, but the kidneys do not get rid See what large houses they build in London on a little ground ! In that enormous city land is so valuable that the builder is obliged to keep on a very narrow strip, and when he wishes to erect a large house he makes up for the narrowness of room by piling up storey upon storey, and thus, as they say in ari;h netic (to quote an old writer), " Multiplying many chambers from the root of one floor." And though when thus built it is sometimes painful to climb up to the top, it is very pleasant to stay there, for the higher we go the healthier we find it, there is clearer light, purer air, and an extensive view.
We may build up our spiritual life in the same way, for if our earthly means are small and we find it difficult to get our daily bread, yet our souls may mount in heavenly meditation, relying that Providence who fed many thousands with five loaves will enable our one loaf to be enough for all our needs. So, too, He that healed the sick, cured the lame, made the blind to see, the deaf to hear, and the dumb to speak, is nearer to us when we have climbed the mountain by prayer and praise; and He will raise us from our sick bed in His own good time to serve Him with all our members. " Higher, my soul, always higher," should be our motto, as our wishes and hopes stretch up to the mercy seat of our Father who is in heaven.
The lark's song is sweetest when the bird is almost lost to sight in the blue vault above us, where he is pouring out those glorious hymns of which we only catch the first) and last cadences ; our prayers will be purer as we rise above the paltry wants of life and the outcries of temptation, till our [souls seem to lose sight of earth and shoot like fire upward to their centre, which is above, and not below. But to return to our first thought. In buildings of wood, or stone, or brick, the top rooms are commonly the most empty, but with regard to our minds the higher we mount up the better they will be filled. Love, Hope, Patience are the valuables which furnish and ornament the heart which longs after and aspires to God. Then as we go on higher and higher, "Lot perseverance to death be our uppermost chamber, the roof of which grace is the pavement of glory.': appointments. While thus engaged a stranger arrives, apparently some soldier of fortune, and the two drink together. Presently, fashioning some rough dice, they proceed to play. Discovering that the unknown soldier is cheating, a quarrel enBues, in the course of which the stranger falls, mortally wounded. Then Ninian recognises his long-lost brother, and,, mounting his horse, flies from the scene. In the morning the horse is found with the lifeless body of the rider dragged behind him from the stirrup. And the spot where stand the stones raised by the neighbours in memory of the tragedy, to this day bears the name of " Brotherston." The book iswell illustrated.
